Weekly Wave
Data & Information Systems
Reminder

• End of Year reports are beginning to open
  • Check these to monitor your data
    • Data Validation Wizard (Wave)
    • District Ownership Wizard (Wave & SSO)
    • STN System (SSO)
    • XSD Wizard (Wave)
Reminder

• Demographic Overlay now open.
  • Closes May 14, 2021.
  • Accountability@sde.ok.gov for questions

• Annual Statistical Report (ASR) is open
  • Look at your calendars first THEN attendance.
    • Request Attendance and Membership calculations are based on the calendar
    • Schedule is posted on SDE website
Reminder

• Enrollment Graduation question go to Accountability@sde.ok.gov or 405-522-5169

• Annual Statistical Report (ASR) is open
  • Look at your calendars first THEN attendance.
    • Request Attendance and Membership calculations are based on the calendar
    • Schedule is posted on SDE website
Dropout Report – Issue

• Some on screen data entry changes have been reverting overnight
• EZ Grad and Enrollment Graduation Updates coming through
Wave Requirements

- Released this morning to all district superintendents and Wave gov. delivery subscribers
- SIS Vendors have been sent this information
- Quick Demo
Wave Requirements – Viewing Information

• Continue to use Airtable but will make a CSV available

• To view information vertically, use the space bar on your keyboard on any cell, OR click the blue up/down arrow throughout


Expand cell | Shift | Space
Wave Requirements - Changes

• 28 changes for this years requirements
• SY 21-22 will be focused on getting information required and displaying that information back to districts in a meaningful way
• Most changes were the addition of a business rule that has been in use for more than one SY but was never documented
Wave Requirements – Changes (Address)

• Not all changes are detailed here, these are new changes that will affect data input for new/existing students.

• County – Must be one of the 77 counties in Oklahoma

• Postal Code – Will expect a 5 digit zip/postal code 12345
  • Extended zip is acceptable but must be in 12345-12345 format

• Grid Location – Must be sent (guide is available)
  • https://airtable.com/shrCK56NkUt4oKxSd.tblQnmb6XmnJbVsjK/viwZwGJrDE5jPbWF6/recXfJbmzXSsVd1m?blocks=hide (links directly to information about the change)
Wave Requirements – Changes (Attendance Code Info)

• Not all changes are detailed here, these are new changes that will affect data input for new/existing students.

• Provides links to each mandated attendance code
  • OSS
  • COV
  • DVA
  • DVAP
  • DVA5
Wave Requirements – Changes (Calendar Date)

• Not all changes are detailed here, these are new changes that will affect data input for new/existing students.

• Teacher Attendance – Whether a calendar day counts towards teacher attendance is now required
  • Will not be used for the June 15 Teacher Attendance/Accessibility Data Collection
Wave Requirements – Changes (Calendar Summary)

• Not all changes are detailed here, these are new changes that will affect data input for new/existing students.
• Graduation Date – If a HS graduation occurs at a site, the date should be entered, otherwise continue to leave blank
• Minutes Per Day – Expected to be at least 150 minutes
Wave Requirements – Changes (Contact Info)

• Not all changes are detailed here, these are new changes that will affect data input for new/existing students.

• Position Title – At least one person must be labeled as Superintendent for a district and Principal for a site

• Email, Phone – Are required to be sent for the person(s) labeled Superintendent or Principal
Wave Requirements – Changes (Student Personal)

• Not all changes are detailed here, these are new changes that will affect data input for new/existing students.

• Tribal Affiliation – If a student has indicated they have tribal affiliation, pick from the US Bureau of Indian Affairs list of 576 recognized tribes.
Wave Requirements – Changes (Student Section Marks)

• Not all changes are detailed here, these are new changes that will affect data input for new/existing students.

• IsFinal – If multiple records are sent as final, the most recent sent will be used for reporting purposes.

• A letter, or percentage grade must be sent
  • For Letter, we will allow (A,B,C,D,F)
  • For Percentage, we will allow (0-100)
Wave Rollover

• Scheduled to start July 12, 2021
  • The Wave will be offline for 2 weeks

• The Wave will rollover and no longer receive FY2021 data

• Will begin accepting SY21 – 22 data once the rollover is complete
Pandemic EBT (PEBT) Validation

- District will be required to validate data provided through the Wave for PEBT program.
- Demographics
- Attendance
- Basis of Admission
- Free Reduced Status
- Economic Disadvantage Status
- Do not run any process in your SIS that would result in your local agent sending the State FY2022 data until PEBT data has been validated.
Questions

• StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov
• https://sde.ok.gov/student-information-documents-and-guides